INTRODUCTION
“EAGLE CLAWS FOR FREEDOM’S CAUSE” is a sometimes humorous sometimes serious look
at America. Her past her present & her future.
DeAnna Lorraine who ran for Congress in San Francisco in 2020 is the person who most of the
poems in this book are about. A successful author in her own right she has written two books
(Making Love Great Again & more recently Taking Back America). She has been a champion for
conservative thought. Particularly raising awareness against the evils of modern day Feminism.
Although her run did not end with victory at the ballot box. In the process her’s became a leading
voice in the upswell of conservatism which began to reassert itself again in America in the year
2016. With its influence continuing to grow long into the future.
DeAnna has had the honor of being retweeted on six separate occasions by the President of the
United States. (TRUMP) You can find her on various social media platforms these days. (At least
the ones that still allow uncensored speech.) Her unorthodox (energetic) campaign & engaging
personality became the inspiration for most of the poems in this book.
She is currently on hiatus from hosting her own news show on Infowars. Keeping herself active
organizing & attending rallies across the United States. As of this writing I have not yet had the
distinct pleasure of meeting her personally but Lord willing I very much look forward to doing so
in the near future.
The rest of the book contains poems drawing parallels in America from from 1776 to the present.
With the events beginning in 2016 the unexpected (by many) NOT ME election of President
Donald Trump. This cataclysmic event signifying the restoration of America’s rightful place as the
world’s leading beacon of hope for the freedom of man on this planet called earth.
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1776
America was founded & built upon the pioneering spirit of rugged individualism. At no time since
1776 has that spirit been as threatened as it is today. In keeping with the traditions of the signing
of the Declaration of Independence. My motto/challenge for America this year is. “IF YOU WEAR
A MASK YOUR NOT UP TO ITS TASK”.
I would gladly affix my John Hancock to the declaration if they want to add it in as a special
clause (just for this year). I believe Thomas Jefferson & Benjamin Franklin would be pleased.
What say you?
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DeAnna to Florida
Let me tell you about the girl who came via California way who goes by the name of DEANNA:
Her relocation to Florida is like a gift of heavenly sent MANNA:
The sound of her laughter is so wondrously INTOXICATING: It’s time to do some CELEBRATING:
Don’t ask her to wear a MASK: If you want your good health to LAST: Delta wants to ban her
from FLIGHT: She told them instead to go fly a KITE:
She gives it to the left honest & STRAIGHT: It’s this candor that they HATE:
Her smile shines so BRIGHT: It could only come from a lady who’s RIGHT:
So here’s to a warm welcome to HURRICANE DeAnna LORRAINE: Florida will never ever be
the SAME
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I REALLY WANNA WANNA MEET DEANNA
DeAnna marches to the beat of her own DRUM: Her end goal is to avoid the USA from turning
into a third world SLUM: She did more than her part making an office RUN: To throw out all
the swamp SCUM:
I write poems just for FUN: They do not need a bass to pick or a guitar to STRUM: The kit of her
DRUMS: Provide more than enough section for the RHYTHM: And if you like to sing you can
also HUM: I REALLY WANNA WANNA MEET DEANNA:
We could have a “reel” fishing BLAST: By trolling the ocean’s bottom or throwing out a live baited
CAST: If the seas are to rough to leave PORT: WE could always try another SPORT: With time
to SHARE: We could roll a ball down the bowling alley lane looking to score a strike not a pin
SPARED:
It would be an evening filled with the endless POSSIBILITIES: That could only happen with
FROLICKY UNPREDICTABILITY: I REALLY WANNA WANNA MEET DEANNA:
If bowling is not the tea she prefers in her CUP: We could study the bible for good LUCK: If we
stand on holy GROUND: We will ably make decisions that are sure to be SOUND: I REALLY
WANNA WANNA MEET DEANNA:
I have been zoned a platonic FRIEND: It’s true but hard to COMPREHEND: I’ve promised her
my behavior would always be GENTLEMANLY: A hallmark of true MASCULINITY: So there
is no need for pretense or make PRETEND: I REALLY WANNA WANNA MEET DEANNA
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